
The Apex Group Announces its Participation in K2019 Exhibition 
 
- Introducing an enhanced, elegant and practical medical printing system 
- Gives a significant increase in production speed 
 
Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA, June 2019 - For more than 100 years, Apex Machine Company has delivered unique and 
innovative, high impact printing solutions adapting to the ever-changing packaging industry.                    
 
Bob Coningsby, CEO, and Todd Coningsby, President, along with a team of over ten product professionals will be on 
hand in Booth 4E22, at K2019 in Dusseldorf - the World's №. 1 Trade Fair in Plastic and Rubber. 
 
"This participation underscores Apex’s dedication and passionate belief in the value and power of print and in the 
change it can bring to the world of 3-D packaging", said Bob Coningsby, the visionary and expert behind Apex. 
 
Apex will be presenting its expanding portfolio alongside in-booth demonstrations throughout the event. 
 
High Speed Cylindrical Cartridge Printer 
Being displayed for the first time in Apex history. 

  Capability:  varying lengths /sizes and packaging materials 

  Print:  360° in up to 3 colors 

  Speeds:  up to 670 parts per minute 
 
C-400 Cylindrical Part Printing System 
Most versatile print system in the Apex portfolio. 
Industries served include medical, pharmaceutical, auotomotive, stationary, 
marker/pen barrel, sporting goods, and just about any cylindrical component .  

  Capability: multiple size parts ranging from 2-1/2" to 12" 

  Print:  360° in up to 5 colors  

  Speeds:  exceeding 200 parts per minute 
 
DCP-3 Linear Cap and Closure Printing System 
Most economical and easiest to operate.  Many ancillary components /features 
ranging from cap counting, inspecting, packaging, etc, can be integrated for a complete 
turnkey system.  

  Capability:  28mm up to 114mm caps  

  Speeds:   up to 4000 parts per minute 

  Flexibility: equipped with dry offset colors as standard; however, FlexApex® print 
technology option is available 

 
A Family of Specialty 
Apex Machine Company, renowned engineer and manufacturer of customized parts handling and printing systems for 
three dimensional components and products for the new and emerging market demanding smarter packaging systems. 
 
Desco complements Apex with its unique applications within the container (bucket, pail) industry and their cost efficient 
printing systems for varying styles of caps and closures. 
 
Rounding out the family, Capex Corporation is a specialist ink manufacturer and blender offering a full range of standard 
and custom inks, extending to complete artwork and plate making services, print consumable, cleaning supplies, and 
photopolymer plate making systems. 
 
At K-2019 
Representatives will be available throughout the event - Hall 4, Booth E22. 
Or, an appointment can be made by calling +1-954-566-1572, Email@ApexMachine.com, or  www.ApexMachine.com 
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